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A cursory perusal of U.S. history books reveals that the
Hispanic presence in the United States is generally given
short shrift despite the fact that, as Duncan points out, the
U.S. has " • • . had longer and more intimate ties fith Spain
and Spanish America than with OIny other culture."
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All

too

often, however, the continuing and multifaceted Hispanic
presence i~ the United States of America is hardly mentioned,
if at all.
This O'lersight is remarkable, considering the
Hispanic

influence

(in

the

form

of

language

and

culture)

across a period of almost five hundred years and a vast COdst

to-coast stretch of territory.
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The tacit denial,

and

the

resulting ignorance of the Hispanic presence in the United
States, denigrates us as citizens of the U.S. as well as
Americans in the Pan-American sense.
One manifestation of this ignorance LS seen i'l the word
"Ameril;:an" that is used too often in a myopic way.
The
country that lies between Canada and Mexico, for want of a
better name, is often referred to as America and the
inhabitants as "Americans." While we are indeed Americans, so
too are the Canadians, Mexicanj' the Central Americans and the
inhabitants of South America.
A corrective measure, and an
attracti'H~ alternative
to the word "American" as it is often
misused, is "US/American."
Second, Hispanics have forged much
history (history that antedates Plymouth Rock by more than a
100 years) that is significant to the united States.
It is il.""onic that we pride ourselves in the United States
on being a "melting pot" of the world, while far too long we
have chosen not to acknowledge adequately the Flispanics--an
important segment of the multifaceted society of the U.S.
The
purpose of this study, then,
is to refresh the memory of
US/Americans concerning the Hispanic presence in the U.S.
since the beginning of this country, and even before; and,
secondly, to attempt to explain .... hy US/Americans tend to
ignore that presonce.
The Anglo and the Hispanic discovered and settled .... hat is
now the United States of America but for different reasons.
Florida, for example, was discovered by Spaniards searching
for the fabled Fountain of youth; the futile search [or the
fabulo'Js Seven Citi.es of Cibola resulted in the exploration of
a large part of the Southwest; the subsequent search for Gran
Quivira led the Spanish through .... hat became the Texas and
OklahomOi panhandles, ilcross the Arkansas River and to a
location near present-day Great Bend, Kansas;4 and finally,
California .... as discovered by Hi.spanics seeking an island of
that name described i.n one of the seque\s of Amadfs ~ Gaul~-
a famous Spanish novel of chlvalry.
Also,
the MeKican
Francisc~ L6pez ....as the first
to discover gold in California
In 1842.
In contrast, the English settlers came rIot to fInd
adventUt:"e, romance and .... eOllth, but to escape persecution. A
major and basic difference between the two groups can bo seen
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in the

~espective

models--tilgrim's Progress and Aroaa!s de

Gaula.
In a large sense, as is .... '011 kno .... n, the Pilgrim
prevailed over the knight-errant.
Nevertheless, desc€ndents
of the knigp_ts-errant remained in the united States in \'2Il:"ylng
degrees and curr€nt ly their numbers are being replenished in

.... hat some might call "alarming numbers.One expert, for
example, has predicted that "a net ~ncrease of 500,000
Hispanic newcomer, might be expected every year for the rest
of this

century.~

Why,

then,

if

the

Spanish

significant areas of the U.S.

discovered

dnd

settled

is the Hispanic presence largely

ignored?
One ans .... er lies in the fact that Spain (a leading
military dnd imperialistic power of the world around the timE
the U.S. was born) was at odds with 8ritain, and this hatred
and antagonism spread logically to Britain's colonies in the
New world.
Also, ~nd related, is the leyenda negra (the black
legend) created by the Dominican friar Bartolom~ de las Casas.
The so-called "Apostle of the Indians," intending only to
improve the conditions of the native Americans, unwittingly
aided Sp~in's enemies--tne British, Dutch, French, and later
the English colonies.
The bitter verbal war that Las Casas
waged against the Spanish soldiers and settlers had the
catching quality of headlines and consequently provided
Spain's critics with convincing propaganda to fuel the
psychological .... arfare.
The black. legend was perpetuated in
all forms of .... riting to create an ant~-Hispanic attitude not
only in Europe but also in th~ U.S. whEre its ultimate
culminatIon ....as Manifest Destiny.
And, moreover, the anti
HispanIc ~ttitude, aroused by the leyenda negra, was
reinforced by fears of Catholic Spain and her nearby colonies,
the Inquisition, and ghe very tangible dread of Spanish naval
and mILItary power.
The myths were slow to change and
thereby adversely affected the attitude of British Americans
to ....ards Spanish Americans for centuries.
With all dui' deference to early liS/Americans, it should
be pointed out that alongside thi' anti-Hispanic sentiment, a
friendly attitude toward Spanish culture was fostered by
supporters of inter-American cultural relations.
These
intelligent few--literary and scientific people--maintained
scholarly understanding as neIghbors.
For instance, educated
men of the U.S. and the HispanIc countries held membership in
scientifIc socii'ties that fostered cultural ties between the
two Americas.
Bejamin Franklin and Washington Irving are but
two examples of men who were members of inter-American
societies.
The i'ducated US/Americans also eagerly read books
and magazines that dealt with Latin America.
Oni' such work,
and the first SpanIsh grammar printed in the U.S., was
published in 1741
Garrat Noel--a bookselli'r, translator and
Spanish teacher. l
He intendi'd the book for inter-American
use, and it was the first of many publications meant to
provide information and help for those inti'rested in Spanish
speaking America.
Another av",nue that led ~o inter-American
relations was Proti'stantism.
Reltgion was the impetus for the
work of two Boston Puritans--Cotton Mathi'r and Samuel Sewall-
... ho in~\iated inter-Ami'rican cultural history in the Uniti'd
States.
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cotton Mather,

in an attempt to win converts in Latin

America to the Puritan form of Protestantism,

wrote

the

first

book printed in Spanish in the United States--La Religion Pura
~ Doze Palabras Fieles, aignas de 5er recibido5 d~ Todos
(1699).
Additionally, the missionary-minded Sewall planned
the founding of a New Jerusalem in America, specifically in

Mexico City fnd hoped also to induce Latin America to separate
from Spain.l
In 1704 Sewall requested that the "Society fa.
the Propagation of the Gospel in London" print ten thousand
copies--an enormous edition--of the Spanish Bible and that
thef] "bomb" Santo Domingo. Hayana, Puerto Rico and Mexico with
it.
Howeyer, by this time, eighteenth-century thought began
to favor science rather than religion and not until the
present century did the Protestant missionary enter Latin
America a~d the Protestant Bible gain any importance.
Thus, since early in the history of the U.S., two
currents have vied for ascendency--(l) the rejection of the
lerenda negra and the fostering of inter-Amerlean ties and
friendship advocated by the scientific and learned societies
and (2) the popular prejUdices that flourished for years among
"the anti-Hispar~c mass which knew little and cared less about
Latin America"
and whose ultimate expression was Manifest
Destiny.
The preceding helps to explain why negative attitUdes
toward HLspanics exist today and why, all too often, Anglos
tend to ignore the Hispanic presence in the United States.
Several hLstorical facts, which are often overlooked,
need now to be considered in order to provide a perspective on
the Hispanic presence in the United States.
for example, it
is well known that the Italian Columbus, financed by the
Spanish Crown, discovered parts of America in 1492.
As a
consequence,
the Spaniards were generally given the
distinction of being here first; and the battle of the Alamo
with the Hispanic victory, as well as the Hispanic loss in the
1898 Spanish American War that cost Spain the last of her
colonial possessions, is common knowledge.
However, much
history with Hispanic heroes, participating in i t or forging
it, goes unheralded in history books in the U.S. and therefore
never enters the average citizen's mind.
for most Anglos, the history of US/America begins with
the landing of the Pilgrims at Plymouth Rock. In view of this
shortcoming, one intention in this study is to point out
additional history flavored heavily by the fJ.ispanics, and in
50 doing, provide a more accurate perspecti-ve on ~.s. history
by highlightinQ the Hispanic presence in AztUin,l
or Mlands
of the north," and in a broader context--the United States.
The 1620 landing of the Pilgrims. generally considered to
be a very early historical event in U.S. history. is for most
Anglos the first line of that history.
But, 108 years
earlier, in lSl:s.'6Ponce de Le6n discovered what is now the
state of florida.
AlSO, Alfonso de Pineoa
1515 was the
first to enter the mouth of the Mississippi,
and in 1519,
Esteban Gamel explored the New England coastline, Nova Scotia,
Cape Cod. Nantucket and perhaps even Chesapeake

ill;.

,
Bay.
In 1526, s t i l l 94 years beforE" thEe Pilgrims, a Spanish
colony was <i:'stablished in South Carolina.
In 1539, Hern<lndo
de Soto eXtl10r'ed Florida, Georgia, North and South Carolina,
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, and Louisiana--all

territory

that makes up what

is now the United States,

discovered and settl€d 81 year's before the Pilgrim's arrival.
Between 1539-1542 Vasqu€z de Coronado explored what are now
the states of Texas, O\<,l<lhoma, Kansas, and perhaps Nebraska.
The Spaniards continued thei.r exploration to Alas
Hawaii,
Guam, the Aleutian Islands, and the Phillipines.

1'S,

Now, having seen that a large part of what came to be the
United States was explored first by the Spanish, let us now
give attention to specific sites.
One is the city of San
Augustin, Florida, the first permanent t<?"'n in North America,
founded in 1565 by Monende"l de Avil~s.l In 1598, Juan Onate
founded San GabrLel de los Espanoles, today known as Chamita-
the 2~rst"non-natLve American colon.y in the trans-Mississippi
west
--nlne yea~-s before the Engl.lsh siOttled Jamestown.
In
fact, in 1526 Lucas Vasquez de Ayl16n preceded Sir Walter
Raleigh to the Jamestown locality by 81 years and mad",
settlements on the shores of South Caro~\na and explored as
far north as ~he James River in Vi~-ginia.
More to the ",est
is Santa Fe, Ne", Mexico, founded in 1610, a decade befor" the
Pilgrims came.
Finally, 108 years after the Spaniards arrived
to begin exploring and settling what is now the United States,
the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth Rock.
By the time of the
Revolutionary War in the United States, there "'ere already
HispanLC settlements in Texas, Ne'" Mexico, Colorado, Arizona,
and California.
In addition to explorers and conquistadores, such as
Ponce de Leon and Cabeza de Vaca,
theL-e are other more
"American" H~spanLcs than the just mentioned hero~c turopeans
from Spain.
A yood example of this type of early Hispan~~
hero is the famous Governor of Louisiana--Bernardo Gal ;;ez.
In 1776 he helped t)le cause of the thirteen colonies in their
struggle for independence from England by selling them arms
and munitions, by allowing them to cross into Louisiana, and
by permitting them to use the port of New Orleans for the
selling of captured boats and goods.
Galvez even equipped an
army and led his troops against the BrLtish in battles along
the Mississippi River, capturing Natchez and other ports.
As
a result of his military success"s, the British were unable to
gaLn control of the Mississippi.
AlthouQh the name Galvez may
not readily come to mind when compiling a lLst of names of the
heroes of the US/American Revolution, a well-known version of
the name does survive yet in Texas.
A "Lone Star" state
coastal city gets its name from Galvez--"Galvez's town" later
came to be known as Galveston.
Galvez is by no means the only Hispanic who distinguished
himself militarily in the UnLted States.
Numerous Hispanic
heroes died defending tbe Alamo; Juan Sequfn led a eavalary
charge at the deciding battle at San Jacinto in 1836; and many
soldiers of Hispanic origin dLstinguished them5elves in the
U~S. Civi; War,
both World Wars, Korea and most recently,
Vletnam.
In the remainder of this study, mention will not be made
of specific HispanicS of heroic stature such as G~lvez; but
emphasis "'ill be given to the completely unsung heroes in
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whOS8 hands the Hispanic presence has been passed down through
t~le generations.
Unfortunately, and despite the fact that
Lh~sQ people hav€, made g~neral contributions, documentation of
specific individuals is difficult or impossible,
The ,,-aguera belongs to this mostly invisible qroup of
unsung HIspanics.
The buckaroo,
th'3 An']lo counrerpart,
directly borrowed the vaguero'~ practices, eqUipment, and much
of the vocabulary of the Spanish-Mexican ranching culture.
The Hispc.nics were. the first to est.ablish ranchos and to tend
cc.ttl.J on horseback in th.J United States, and they introduced
Lhe practi.ce of br.'lndlng, which dates fI"Om
eight-.::entury
long 1100rish occupiltion of Spain (711-1492).
./I,mong exampl"s
of ranching equipm'3nt are the chaparejos (chaps), l~ reata
(l.'lriatl c.nd, of courS'3, the wLde-brimm"d sombrero.
These
notable examples of the g'3ar of the early IlLspanICpresence
are sttll apparent even in th'3 last decades of the twel'ltieth
century.
The famous Texas longhorns were introduced by the
Mexicans in 1716, and we today use the Spanish word rodeo to
describe ,~ popu lar sport.
Fina 1 ly, the my tho logy of t!'.e "~i ld
West," in generaL, is largely northern Mexican in origin. 2
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Besides ranching, the Spanish, and later the Mexicans,
cont,ibuted much to aqriculture.
They brought the first
catt Ie, horses, gOots, pigs, cats, and barnyard fowl to the
Southwest.
The first wheels 1,0 turn on UnitE:d States soi.l
were mad.:! by the Spaniards,2
In an heroic effort, and
against gr~at odds, the Hispanics brought the first hoes,
spades, grinding stones, plows and other tools to the united
StatP8 and the Southwest i.n particular.
It should be noted
that ther~ is no product contributed to the agriculture of the
United States by the Englisr, that the Hl<,panics had not
planted "'arli.er.
Another example of the HLspanic presence,
found or\ an object so symbolic of the United States, is the
inscription upon the Statue of Liberty.
The famOUS words on
the statue, "Give rn0 your poor, your tired, your huddled
masses" etc. were ,ritten by Emma Lazarus, an Hi.spanic
(hisp.'lna s",fardit,,).2
Another tJit of trivia, which might be
surprisin'd, is that 1n a small Spanish church (a chur-ch wi th a
Spanish-speaking congregati.on in Rhode Island), George
\-lilshin":l.21Jon proclaimed freedom of relig~on for the United
States.
The Hispanic presencG is evident in the united States in
even th'3 food we eat. For eKamplQ, the very popUlar Mexican
food chains Ln the U.S. specializ€ tn ~ l ~ , tamal~.§.,
tortillas and .. ho has not tried chIle can earn,,?"
And these
..ords bring to mind numerous others-i;,orp)',;'ed from the Span~sh
such as city and state names, given names and other words such
as glaza and ~'2. that are so angliciz",d that many don't even
consLder them as foreign \Jords in En']llsh.
Th'" liberal sprinkling of Spanish words in the English
language is an '3xample of the Hi"panic presence that has been
a factor for over ~ century.
A more recent example of the
HispanLc pr",sence is politics.
Politte" is fertLle ground for
the emerging and flJture Hispanic presence in the U.S.
Of the
three so-called "Hispanic" stat~s--CalifornLa (4.5 million [19
percent of the superstate]), New York (1.7 m~llion), alld Texas
() mill-Lon), only the latter seems to have real Hi-spanic power

6
at this time.
One example of a successful Hispanic in
politics is San Antonio's charismatic mayor, Henry Cisneros.
Elected in 1981, he became the first Mexic .. no to capture city
hall.

Despite holding public office, the thirty-seven year

old still teaChes public administration at the San Antonio
branch of the University of Texas because the salary of the
mayor of San Antonio is fifty dollars a week.
Another important Hispanic

in politics

Ls Miami's mayor,

Maurice ferre, originally from Puerto Rico, He has been mayor
of Miami since 1973. Among other notable HispanLc politicians
is Toney Anaya, governor of New Mexico and Federico Pena,

in,

mayor of Denver, who won
19B3 in a city Where only 19\ of
the population is Hispanic. 0 Also, there are currently nine
HispDnics in the U.S. House of Representatives.
One final
personality, although not an elected politician, is C~sar
Cha\;ez,
an activist of the "United fat'"m Workers" and an
Hispanic leader with national charisma.
Also, the latest
census figuL-es show that Hispanics are curt'"ently residing in
all 50 states and that their numbers are increasing.
Due to
the laL-ge and gt'"owing numbers of Hispanics, and coupled .... ith
their desire tQ better themselves, it seems it is only a
matter of t1me until the Hispanics emerge as a strong
political force.
Among entertainers, both cultural and sports, the
Hisp<lnlc presence is obvious.
In sports there is Lee Trevino
and Nancy L6pez in golf, PanCho Gont.ilez in tennis, and
RobertQ Clemente in baseball.
Among the movie and theatre
stars figut'"e Jos~ Ferrer, Richardo Montalbln, Vicki Carr,
AnthOny Quinn, Erik Estrada and many others.
One of the most
outstanding and enduring stars is Rita Moreno.
She has won
all fout'" top awards of entertainment in competition:
an
"Osca~-"
for her film performance, a "Tony" for stage
excellence, a "Grammy" for recording, and an "Emrny" for her TV
achievement.
Also, there is the international idol of the
opera, Placido Domingo.
H~ is
the Hispanic tenor of the
Metropolitan Opera who was born in Spain and reared in Mexico
but now resides in the United States.
Also, Julio Iglesias,
who has called Miami, Florida home since 1978, is an
international singing star who has stormed the U.S. music
scene with great success.
In summary, the Hispanics were the first explorers dnd
settlers of the United States.
They founded San Augustin,
Florida in 1565 dnd Santa Fe, New Mexico in 1610 and both
cities antedate any other European settlement.
The Hispanics
have also contributed militarily to the U.S. with men such as
Bernardo G.ilvez, an Hispanic hero of the US/American
RiCvolution. He is only one of a long line of military heroes.
The Mexican cowboy contributed greatly to the cattle industry
through its practices and language and to a popular sport,
rodeo.
U.S. agriculture also shows influences of the early
Hispanic presence.
Currently, Hispanic entertainers, sports
figures, literary lumirldries, and politicians continue to
contribute to the US/Amet'"ican way of life while preserving an
Hispanic flavor.
This present view of the past Hispanic presence in the
United States provides a means to gain a better perspective on
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Nevertheless, it could be that the greatest

Hispanic presence is yet to be.

This is based on the sheer

numbers of Hispanics in the U.S. afld the projections that the
Hispanic population will increase dramatically over the next

few years.
A continuation of the hiQh birth rates among
current Hispanic residents, coupled with the entrance of about
500,000 new Hispanics into the United States ilnnually, could
cause the number li"ing in the U.S. to
reach 35 million by

the year 2000.

This 12% of the total population,

then,

would

make the Hispanics the largest US/American "minority" group
and a formidable political and social force.
However, at this
ti.me, there are differences among the Hispanics; that is, they
are not currently one Single and united group.
For instance,
ethnically and histo~ically, Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, and
Cubans (the three largest Hispanic groups in the u.S.) differ
one from the other as mUch as do the Irish, the English, and
the Scots.
However, these people, as ~ell as the numerous
other Hispanic gruups, do share a common language.
It should
be noted, also, that there are greater differences 1n tp.e
food, history, and culture of the various Hispanic groups than
in the Spanish they speak.
Maintaining the Hispanic culture
and speaking Spanish is perceived by some to De "anti
American."
However, this pract.ice is in ~eality considerably
more positive than negative.
The previously mentioned mayor of Miami, Ferre, contends
that language, as well as religion, family and traditiun ilre
essent.ial components of pride, anc it is pride in one's
culture that is importi!lnt i.n solving il people's problems.
Ho
feels thilt citizenship, not lilnguage, is what makes us all
"Americilns." It should be noted at this time also that nowhere
does the U.S. Constitution specify that English is th\1
ufficial language of the country.
John Naisbit in the huge
best-seller, Megatrends, Ten New Directions Transforming our
Lives (l9B~) writes that~o be successful [lil the United
States], you will have to be trilinguill:
fluent in English,
Spanish, and cumputer.")
Therefure, the Spanish language or
bilingUillism for that matter, is not a problem, and Hispanics
generally do want to be US/Americans, whether speaki.ng Spanish
or English.
It would seem that the successful Hispani.c le~der
uf the future will be the une whu insures thilt all Hispilnicb
enter into the mainstream uf US/American life and culture,
while maintaining their identity in order to contribute to and
have a beneficiill impact on the United States, the most
successful multiethnic society of the Americas and of the
world.
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